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Here’s phonics information to incorporate into beginning to 
intermediate activities focusing on final consonant letters                
and the sounds they produce in printed/written form.  

1. The single consonant letters -b,-c,-d,-f,-g,-l,-m,-n,-p,-q, 
-r, -s,-t,-v,-x,-z  most often represent the same sounds  
at the ends of words after vowels: / b s d f g l m n p k r s t v ks z /.  
The digraphs  -ch, -ng, -ph, -sh, -th stand for \ tS, N, f, S, T \.  
Final silent –e usually follows  –c, –v, –th (= /D/),as in fence,             
give, bathe); -q (= \k\) must precede –ue, as in clique.    

2. Some consonant letters may be doubled in final position—as in            
add, bluff, egg, ball, inn, purr, mitt.  The “doubled spellings” for  
\k  tS  dZ/ after simple, one-letter vowel sounds are -ck, -tch,  
-dge, as in back, pitch, fudge. (After complex-vowel sounds, these 
consonant sounds are spelled –ke, -ch, –ge, as in bike, beach, huge.)  

3. Two sounds—\N\ and \Z\—appear only in medial or final position.  
The first is spelled n(g); the second, in various ways— -g(e), -z, -s—              
as in pink, bang, tongue; beige, seizure, usual, Asian, and so on.       

4. The letter -h is not pronounced at the end of syllables; -w and                   
-y become part of the two-letter vowel spelling, as in day or saw.                 
The letter j rarely appears at syllable end.   

5. Some common consonant clusters (blends) in final word position 
are: -ct; -ft; -ld, -lf, -lk; -mp; -nd, -nk, -nt; -rb, -rch,  
-rd, -rf, -rl, -rm, -rn, -rp, -rsh, -rt, -rth; -sk, -st. 

6. After a vowel, single consonant, or blend, most nouns and base 
verbs can add /z/ or /s/—as in pays, sees, carbs, facts, reads,                   
sends, legs, arts, asks.  Some regular verbs can add /d/ or /t/—                          
as in tied, saved, changed, asked, parked, etc. (Except after  
/z s (d)Z (d)S/ or /d t/, these additional endings become part of                             
the final consonant cluster, not a separate syllable.)  

Here are suggested ways to teach or learn final consonants:  

1. Assure phonemic awareness. To complete their awareness of 
language sounds in one-syllable items, students should be able to 
isolate, omit, supply, identify, compare, and/or contrast consonant 
sounds and spellings—single letters, digraphs, blends—in final word 
positions. Use previously suggested activities for these purposes. 
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Final Consonants            
& Blends  

Slow Down or Speed Up?               
Multi-Level Pointers 

To “postpone the 
challenge” of 

complicated vowel 
spellings, struggling students 

of phonics should probably 
work with final consonant 
sounds and letters before 

tackling one-syllable words 
that end in vowels.             

Activities like those that 
promote phonemic awareness 

of initial consonants (as 
suggested on pages 19-20) 

can also be used to advantage  
with consonants at word end.   

For example, learners can 
repeat final consonants in a 
“simulated stammer,” as in              

cab-b-b, sick-ck-ck, rich-ch-ch. 
(Listeners blend the sounds at 

natural speed.) They can 
isolate final sounds by leaving 

them out for others to 
supply—as in da . . . , which 

can be completed with -b, -d,  
-m, -mp, -nce, -rk, and so on. 

Or they can compare final 
sounds by identifying two            
or more items as ending             

“the same” or “different”—or 
by picking out the items that 

end identically from a group of 
words pronounced aloud.             

In regard to clear 
speech, second-

language learners 
familiar with the concept of 

voicing might be taught that 
vowel sounds are lengthened 

(pronounced longer) before 
voiced final consonants than 

before voiceless ones.                
They can compare c a b with 
cap, r i d e with right, s a v e 

with safe, etc.    
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Slow Down or Speed Up?               
Multi-Level Pointers 

Faster learners may 
benefit from “advanced” 

information about final 
consonants in syllables:  

[1] Pronunciation principles for 
voiced vs. voiceless 

consonant pairs / b/p, d/t, 
g/k, v/f, z/s, D/T, S/Z, dZ/tS / 

in final position are a bit  
different from those for 

initial consonants: voiced 
sounds may be said with 
less vocal cord vibration,   

voiceless ones may not 
include a puff or stream of 

air, and vowel sounds 
before voiced consonants 
may take a little longer to 

pronounce than those 
before voiceless 

consonants, as in r o b e 
vs. rope, t i e d  vs. tight, 

l o v e vs. laugh, etc.          

[2] Doubled-letter 
spellings,                

like -dd, -tch, -ck, -dge,       
-ss, -zz,  are most frequent 

(and in some cases, only 
possible) after one-letter 

simple vowel sounds, as in 
add, watch, sick, ridge, 

boss, jazz, etc. 

[3] Final consonant sounds 
may include silent letters  

not pronounced at all—as 
in half (= / f /), chalk (= / k /), 

comb or hymn (= / m /),             
sign (= / n /), doubt (= / t /). 

[4] Certain letters (-c = / s /,  
–g = / dZ /, and –v) are rare at 

word end except before –e,                
as in once, dodge, dove.                
When not doubled, -s =  

/ s z / and -z also precede –e 
(e.g., loose, lose, ooze).                

Final silent –e also signals the 
voiced / D / sound (in contrast 
to voiceless / T /, as in bathe 

vs. bath, teethe vs. teeth.                
Final –ue has to follow  

–q- (= / k /), as in mosque.                
It follows –g– in some words, 

like tongue or rogue.  

2. Make good use of Flash Cards for identification and mastery.  
Cut apart on the card-shaped lines, the items on pages 97 to 100—
and other self-made or previously offered one– or two-sided picture/
word cards—can also be used to practice final-consonant sounds              
and letters.  For example, learners can pronounce the words on                
the card faces, setting aside the items with word endings they’ve 
mastered and re-viewing the others until they reach that point.   

3. Match final-consonant endings to word beginnings (initial 
consonants + vowels). To complete their awareness of language 
sounds in one-syllable vocabulary items, participants might enjoy 
“experimenting” with the joining of existing word parts—to see if 
they form real words in English.  Puzzle-like activities like that on 
pages 101 to 102 can engage and motivate learners to do just that.  

So can letter-spelling boxes like those on pages 
22, 31, 46, 48, 88, 98, 100—or self-created   
card sets of comparable size and format—
perhaps even of contrasting colors for word 
beginnings—(initial consonants) + vowels—and 
endings.  Learners can identify each word part            
as to its position in one-syllable words. Provided 
with stacks of cards, they can put letters 
together to form words, read them aloud, and 
copy them in a list for later review.   

Then, one at a time, they might remove a word 
beginning, middle, or end and substitute another 
card for that part that produces a different 
item, read aloud and use the new word in context, 
and/or list it in a self-created list to use for 
additional purposes.    

4. Make and use Final-Consonant Cards, Grid & Path Boards, etc. 
Using previously introduced or commercially available materials as 
models, create Four-of-a-Kind Card Decks, Bingo /Lotto Grids,                    
Path-Boards, and/or other engaging, motivating materials focusing                
on the comparison/contrast of final consonant sounds and letters                   
in one-syllable vocabulary.  Follow suggested or even more better 
steps to use them in  effective phonics-learning or reinforcing 
activities and games.    

5. Add grammatical endings to final consonants. An important aspect 
of instruction in final consonant sounds is added word endings called 
suffixes.  In one-syllable words, the most basic of these are the 
plural-noun and singular verb ending -(e)s  (pronounced \z\ after voiced 
sounds or \s\ after voiceless ones) and  the regular simple-past verb 
ending -(e)d  (pronounced \d\ or \t\).  To practice these combinations, 
(after reviewing parts of speech if necessary) make good use of 
worksheets like those on pages 103-104 or comparable materials.  
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ba- 
brea- 

glo-  

ho- 

 = bath 
= bread 
= glove 
= horse 

-th 

-d 

-ve 
-rse 

Word-part cards 
provide phonics 

students with hands-
on (kinesthetic) 

learning experience.  
Whether the cards 

display initial 
consonants and  
vowel spellings 

separately or 
together—and whole 

rimes or just final 
consonants, they will 
give users a “sense” 
of how sounds and 

letters can be joined.    
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Instructions for Final Consonants & Blends  
For these 24 items, you can fill in the missing final consonant letters: -b; -c(e), -ch, -ck, -ct*;  

-d, -dg(e)* (= j); -f; -ft; -g; -g(e)* (= j),-k; -l, -ld, -lf*, -lk*, -lm*, -lt, -lth; -m, -mp; -n, -nch*, -nd.  
Some precede final silent –e.  A few IPA symbols that look different from alphabet letters appear  
in upper-right corners.  Items with less common endings or irregular spellings are starred (*).  

Or—for repetitive oral practice final-consonant sounds, leave the lines blank.  Cut out from                
the page or an (enlarged) two-sided copy, each “card” will have “the answers” on the back.   

With the initial consonant letters underlined, here are the names of the 24 items: crab, dice, peach, duck, act*, 
road; judge, loaf, raft, log, page, take; tool, child, wolf, sulk; film, fault; health, time, lamp, run, lunch, hand.  

ta__e lo__ ra___ loa__ 

fau___ fi___* su___* wo___* chi__ too__ 

ha___ lu____ ti__e hea__* la___ 

roa__ pea__ cra__ di__e 

= /s/ 

du___ 

= /k/ 

a___* 

(verb) = /kt/ 

ju___e* 

= /dZ/ 

pa__e* 

= /dZ/ 

ru__ 
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Instructions for Final Consonants & Blends 
Here are 24 consonant letters, digraphs, and clusters that commonly appear at word end:                  
-b; -c(e), -ch, -ck, -ct*; -d, -dg(e)* (= j); -f; -ft; -g; -g(e)* (= j),-k; -l, -ld, -lf*, -lk*, -lm*,                   

-lt, -lth; -m, -mp; -n, -nch*, -nd.  Less common or irregular endings are starred (*).   
Doubled-consonant and infrequent ones, including those with silent letters, have been left out.             

You may want to copy, enlarge, and/or paste up the 24 letter boxes to use as “Flash Cards.”               

 Sets or decks of Final Consonants Cards like these can be used in many effective ways.                
For instance, they can be combined in a deck with the final-consonant letter cards on              

page 95. They can serve as letter or sound cues for learners to respond to as specified.  

 ** 

 **

 *
-d

ge
* 

* *

*
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Instructions for Final Consonants & Blends  
To “match” each word beginning—initial consonant(s)+ vowel spelling in Column A—                   
to possible one-syllable word endings, circle three of the final consonants, digraphs,                     

or clusters in Column B.  Copy each word you spelled on its line in Column C.                            
Read it aloud, define it, and/or use it in a phrase or sentence that illustrates its meaning.  

Which word beginnings can be completed with the used and/or unused final consonants?  
Write them on lines in Columns C and E, read them, and explain or illustrate their meaning. 

A B C  D E 

     

     

     

     

     

-g 
-rge 
-m 
-pe 
-st* 

fro
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

la- 

ho- 
ve- 

-ff 
-ll 
-mb* 
-p 
-nd 

cli- 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

bi- 

cu- 
la- 

-b 
-fe 
-lve* 
-ng 
-zz 

so- 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

ja- 

ru- 
sa- 

 
 
 
 
 

-ck 
-ce 
-ch 
-dge 
-nk 

ba- 
fa- 

ri- 
pea- 

 
 
 
 
 

back 

badge 

bank 

face 

rice 

rich 

ridge 

peach peace 

rink 

-l 
-gue* 
-que* 
-r 
-th 

fai- 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

pla- 

ro- 

you- 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Instructions for Final Consonants & Blends  
To practice final consonant combinations with added grammatical endings, first connect 

the word beginnings (initial consonants + vowels) under the pictures to their final 
consonants. (You might want to draw lines.) Copy those letters in the blanks.  

Then add -(e)s to singular nouns for the plural, -(e)s to base verbs for                                 
the third-person singular; and/or -(e)d to regular verbs for the simple past.                          

Create only one-syllable words (without added vowel sounds).   

Say the words you made aloud; tell their meanings and/or use them in context.  

Here are 
some spelling 
rules for the 
addition of 
grammatical 
endings like  

-(e)s or -(e)d:  

If the base 
noun or verb 
ends in -e, 
simply add 

one letter, as 
in shaves or 
raced. Other-
wise, add the 
entire suffix.  

If a regular 
one-syllable 

base verb  
ends in one 
consonant 

(other than  
-d or –t) 
after one 

vowel, double 
the final letter 
before adding  

-ed, as in  
beg + -ed = 
begged =                
\bEgd\,          

drop + -ed = 
dropped =               
\drApt\.  

 

chi____    glo_____     ra______    rea______     fa______   

   -be      -ce       -ch      -ck      -ct      

 

 roa____   ju_____     cli______  be______     ca______ 

  -d      -dge*      -ff      -g(g)     -ge  

 

 sti____    he_____    ro______    wa______     bu______ 

  -lb*      -lk*      -ll       -lp      -lt  

 

broo____   ri_____     ba______    pho_____     mo______ 

 -m        -ne      -ng       -nk      -nth*  

 

pla____     dro____     gra______   sca_____     sea______ 

-p(p)       -ph**   -que**    -re      -rch* 

 
 

= noun 

 
 

= verb 

 
 

= noun 
or verb 

N 

V 

N, V 

+ (e)s / +(e)d 
cks bes ced 

N V V N 

+ (e)s / +(e)d 

+ (e)s / +(e)d 

N V V V N 

+ (e)s / +(e)d 

N N,V N N,V N,V 

+ (e)s / +(e)d 

V N V N 

gs, begged 

V N V N N 

V 

V 
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Instructions for Final Consonants & Blends                    
with 76 Word Reference Lists  

In approximate alphabetical order of their final consonants, following are boxed reference                 
lists of useful one-syllable vocabulary words ending with most possible consonant letters,                 

digraphs, and clusters.  Each box shows words with different initial-consonant and/or                    
vowel sounds or spellings—but all with the same  consonant-sound(s) at the end.  

-b(b*); -ce*, -ch, -ck*, -ct*;  -d(d*), -dge* ; -f(f*); -ft; -g(g)(ue)* , -ge*, -gh**; -k;  -l(l),  
-lb**, -lch**, -ld, -lf*, -lge*, -lk*, -lm*, -lp*, -lpt*, -lse, -lt, -lth*; -lv(e)*; -m, -mp*, -mt*;                  

-n, -nc**, -nce**, -nch*, -nd, -ng, -nge*, -ngth*, -nk, -nse*, -nt, -nth*, -nx**; -p, -ph**, -pt*;  
-que**, -r(r), -rb*, -rch*,  -rd,  -rf*, -rg(e)*, -rk*, -rl, -rm, -rn, -rp, -rph**, -rse***, -rsh*, -rst,  

-rt, -rth*, -rve*, -s(s), -s(e)*, -sh, -sk*, -sp*, -st,  -t(t), -tch, -th; -th(e)*; -ve*; -x;  -z*(z)(e)*.   

  More “difficult” (less common or irregular) spellings are starred (* **)—as are examples 
with those letters.  For instance, the single letters -b, -d, -f, -g, -l, -m, -n, -p, -r, -s, -t  

may be doubled at word end.  The letters -c-, -g-, -s-, -th-, -v-, -z- can be followed by -e            
as part of the consonant spelling rather than the complex vowel, producing the sounds  

/s dZ s D v z/.  Some words include a silent consonant; some contain unusual initial-consonant 
or vowel-sound spellings. And some boxes have phonics explanations below (+).  

You may want to copy these pages for use with Activities P  on pages 95 to 104:                 
Final Consonants & Blends and/or associated lessons, activities, and games.                   

You might (also) enlarge, copy, and/or paste up (some of) the 76 boxed lists separately                  
to use as “Flash Cards” or cues for various phonics learning pursuits.        

For example, participants might try creating “Silly Sentences” with (rhyming) words from                 
any box—like Bob’s club bribed Babe not to blab about Rob’s scrubbed bib on the web.          

cab 
web 
ebb* 

rib 
Bob 
club 

daub 
Babe 
bribe 

1. Words Ending in -b(b*) = /b/ 

globe 
cube 

4. Words Ending in –ck = /k/ 

black 
wreck** 

kick duck knock** 

2. Words Ending in –ce*  = /s/ 

sauce* 
face* 

piece* 
price* 

spruce* 
voice* 

3. Words Ending in -ch = /tS/ 

much* 
beach 

roach 
mooch 

couch 

5. Words Ending in –ct* = /kt/ 

fact* sect* duct* 

6. Words Ending in –d(d*)  = /d/ 

pad 
add* 
red 
bread* 
said** 
nod 
odd* 
mud 

Maude* 
good 
could**+ 
paid 
made 
need 
Swede* 
hide 

dyed** 
road 
code 
food 
rude 
feud** 
loud 
void 

+ and regular verbs ending in vowels 
with the simple past tense suffix -(e)d 
—like stayed, skied, tied, owed, glued.  

+ Includes the silent letter l in the final 
consonant cluster.      

7. Words Ending in –dge*  = /dZ/  

badge* 
ledge* 

ridge* 
dodge* 

nudge* 

8. Words Ending in –f (f*)  = /f/ 

staff* 
half**+ 
chef* 

stiff* 
stuff* 
off* 

poof 
safe 
leaf 

life* 
loaf 
proof 

+ Includes the silent letter l in                  
the final consonant cluster.   

9. Words Ending in –ft  = /ft/ 

raft left soft tuft 
+ Like doubled consonant spellings,  

final consonant clusters nearly always 
follow simple vowel sounds spelled by 

one letter rather than two-letter vowels.    

gift 
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11. Words Ending in –ge*  = /dZ/  

page* siege* stooge* 

13. Words Ending in –k = /k/ 

look 
walk** 

shake 
week 

like 
joke 

yolk** 
Luke 

+  Includes the silent letter l in the 
final consonant cluster.   

15. Words Ending in –lb** =  /lb/ 

bulb**  

10. Words Ending in  
–g(g*)(ue**)  = /g/ 

bag 
leg 
egg* 
big 

jog 
mug 
fog 

vague**+ 
league**+ 
rogue**+ 

+ One-syllable complex-vowel words 
ending in / g / have –u– before                       

silent –e so that the final consonant 
ending is not pronounced /dZ/.  

12. Words Ending in –gh** = /f/ 

laugh** rough** cough** 

14. Words Ending in –l(l)  = /l/ 

pal* 
bell 
spill 
doll 
skull 

haul* 
shawl* 
wool* 
pull 
jail 

pool 
rule 
towel* 
growl* 
boil 

steal 
style* 
roll* 
stole 
bowl* 

16. Words Ending in –lch* = /ltS/ 

belch filch gulch 

17. Words Ending in –ld = /ld/ 

held 
build* 

bald 
field* 

wild* 
 

cold* 
 

+ And regular verbs ending in /l/ with                
the simple past tense suffix -(e)d 

added—like spelled, filled, called, 
pulled, mailed, smiled, strolled, ruled, 

howled, boiled.   

18. Words Ending in –lf*  =  /lf/ 

elf*  golf* wolf* 

21. Words Ending in –lm*  = /lm/ 

film*  elm*  

19. Words Ending in –lge* = /ldZ/ 

bilge* bulge* 

20. Words Ending in –lk*  = /lk/ 

balk* elk* sulk* silk* 

22. Words Ending in –lp*  =  /lp/ 

scalp*  help* gulp* 

24. Words Ending in –lse*  =  /ls/ 

false*  else* pulse* 

25. Words Ending in –lt  = /lt/ 

belt 
guilt* 

quilt 
cult 

bolt salt 
vault* 

26. Words Ending in –lth*  =  /lT/ 

health*  filth* 

27. Words Ending in –lv(e)*               
=  /lv/ 

valve*  delve* solve* 

28. Words Ending in –m(m*) = /m/ 

jam 
lamb**+ 
hem 
gym* 
hymn**+ 
Tom 
calm** 

bomb** 
some* 
thumb**+ 
umm* 
aim 
name 
team 

theme* 
dime 
climb**+ 
foam 
home 
room* 
tomb**+ 

+ Includes the silent letter b, l, or n                 
in the final consonant cluster. 

29. Words Ending in –mp* = /mp/ 

lamp* chomp* bump* blimp* 

31. Words Ending in –n(n*) = /n/ 

tan 
then 
skin 
inn* 
been** 
Don* 
fun 

done** 
lawn* 
pain 
reign**+ 
clean 
fine 
sign**+  

bone 
loan 
soon 
tune 
town 
noun 
coin 

+ Includes the silent letter g in                  
the final consonant cluster. 

30. Words Ending in –mt** = /mt/ 

dreamt**  

32. Words Ending in –nc** = /Nk/ 

zinc 

33. Words Ending in –nce *  = /ns/ 

chance* 
fence* 

since* 
once** 

dunce* 
bounce* 

34. Words Ending in –nch *  = /ntS/ 

branch* 
wrench** 

pinch* 
conch* 

hunch* 
launch* 

35. Words Ending in –nd  = /nd/ 

hand 
end 

wind* 
pond 

fund 
mind* 

wound* 
pound 

+ And regular verbs ending in /n/ with                
the simple past tense suffix -(e)d 

added—like banned, sinned, conned, 
punned, pawned, caned, fined, stoned, 

tuned, downed, coined.   

36. Words Ending in –ng  = /nN/ 

bang cling strong tongue** 

37. Words Ending in –nge*   
=  /ndZ/ 

strange* 
twinge* 

sponge* 
grunge* 

lounge* 

23. Words Ending in –lpt**  =  /lf/ 

sculpt**   
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